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INTRODUCTION
Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings Elementary is a fine arts school. Their curriculum offers exposure to the fine arts across
all grades through a variety of programs — dance, instrumental music, visual arts, vocal performance, theater
studies, and culinary arts.1 Art is an integral part of the campus environment, and faculty often encourage their
students to engage in art practices outside of the classroom:
Students use their hands and playground equipment to make music.2
Mrs. McGann (the school art teacher) brings her students outside to draw.
Mr. Wilson teaches culinary arts in garden plots outside the cafeteria. Here, students learn about
nutrition and grow food to make farm to table meals.3
These are just a few stories that begin to shape our understanding of the site, and we are excited to learn more.
Outside of the fine arts programs, other faculty enjoy taking students out of the classroom. They cite difficulties
in having more than one class outside at a time and wish for more outdoor learning spaces (like spaces to teach
and read). The richness of Rawlings’s campus community provides a wide range of programmatic possibilities —
from spaces of performance to spaces for making art to outdoor learning and gardening spaces.
Site and Landscape: In addition to the (sometimes improvised) activities mentioned above, the site is a dynamic
edge of the Rawlings campus. It is surrounded by a series of classrooms and stitches together the Pre-K, PE
basketball court, and main school buildings. It also houses the existing garden and presents a unique set of
ecological conditions for consideration, including water, ground, soil, shade, and sunlight. The project intervenes
into a charged educational ecosystem, and we are excited for this studio to think about what this means.
How do we construct something that is sensitive to this place?
How can the work of this design studio enhance the activities that already happen in the site?
How can the design studio provide new opportunities for the Rawlings faculty, students, and larger
community?
Dressing the Landscape for Learning and Play: We aim to address these questions through the framework
of “Dressing the Landscape for Learning and Play.” Through this lens, UF students will engage with the rich
programmatic, ecological, and education conditions of the Rawlings Elementary site by constructing a series of
lightly fixed and/or mobile pieces of architecture. Dressing the landscape allows us to imagine architecture that
can be moved, assembled, or reconfigured to re-dress the site to accommodate its ever-changing programmatic
needs. Loose-fit connections between dress and body also allow us to consider temporary, delicate, and flexible
joints between landscapic bodies (earth and sky), educational bodies (gardens, murals, books, etc,), and human
bodies (faculty, students, and community members).
Reflective Building: This studio exposes students to “reflective building” as a process of thinking and making
architecture. Preliminary design stages will include detailing, intensive site analysis, materials and building
systems analysis, design charrettes. Initial phases will also make connections between environment, materiality,
and human experience.

Art horses in the landscape.

1
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3
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In grades 4 and 5, students choose a program of focus.
An observation made by Olivia Cronin (kindergarten intern).
Since our initial visit to the site, the culinary arts students and faculty have started a compost heap. The site is always changing.
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THE PONIES
This wood structures serves three roles: a seat, an easel, and a table. The ponies are designed for
children, specifically those in Pre-K to 5th grade, with smaller dimensions compared to those that
would be for an adult. Children can sit one way, straddling the seat with the easel in from of them,
and draw in a vertical orientation at eye level. Children can also turn the other way straddling the seat
still, but can use the back horizontal table to write or journal. The ponies also are used by the music
department at the school, using the table and other surfaces as drums. The ponies also serve as a
seat themselves.
The project focuses on the relationship to the body, specifically that of a child’s body as they were
our clients for this project. Portability and the weight of the ponies were a focus, especially with the
want for a single child to be able to carry it themselves. By ensuring that a child would be able to carry
the ponies themselves, it gives them a sense of independence and gives them the creative freedom
for how they might want to arrange them. In creating the overall shape, there was thought put into a
cohesive architectural design, with unique pieces that are flushed for a smoother, more “playful” look.
The concepts behind the the piece are easier to state, but there is little that is simple about the design.
There are complicated cuts and asymmetries within the piece itself, but as they all slide together it
creates one smooth, cohesive piece. This can be seen in the back leg, as the side panel piece slide in
to it, and in the front legs at they are flush with one another. There were also multiple considerations
on how the kids would be able to carry it. By cutting out asymmetrical handles into the side panel
pieces, an equilibrium is reached with the horse allowing for easy mobility.
As mentioned before, because of the streamline nature of the piece, the ponies are able to be
rearranged in many different orientations. The goal was to allow as much creative freedom for the
children as they use the pieces, both in how they sit on it and how they arrange them around. By
leaving them unpainted, this also allows creative freedom for the kids as they are planning on painting
them in the future.
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The fleet of Ponies in the atrium before being brought to the site.
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THE PONIES

Detail shot of the connection between the front legs and side panels.

THE PONIES
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THE SHELL

The Shell provides Rawlings Elementary with 8 individual units that arrange together to create various configurations
of seating, desk and stage to suit both indoor and outdoor class engagement. The students and teachers can utilize
the modules for classroom and after school activities. Its multi purpose functionality provides a place to learn,
socialize, create, perform, and play.
The hard wooden shell is carved and smoothed intentionally to comfortably touch the body — in the seats, table
top, back and arm-rest. From one side, the outer shell of the stage surface encloses the inner curvilinear forms
to create a look of uniformity. Each module is hand carved and unique to suit a range of students. In its desk
orientation, it fits anywhere between 2-4 students of multiple age groups and more when flipped to the stage top.
Each unit is constructed to easily pivot between both the stage and desk configurations. The weight of each
accounts for stability when positioned as a stage, yet light enough to be reconfigured to seating and desks by both
2nd-5th grade elementary school students and teachers. When all 8 units are assembled together, it is a 8’x8’
performance surface.
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Stage/desk hybrid configuration for outdoor learning.
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THE SHELL

Stage configuration for performance.

THE SHELL
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GARDEN CLASSROOM
The analysis of the rather underutilized garden region of the school grounds revealed the programatic
and experiential potential of the area. In regards to the positioning of the site, it is oriented long the
edge of the school directly next to a faculty parking lot and nestled between the primary educational
building and a set of portables. The garden was designated as a space of education for the culinary
arts branch of Rawlings Elementary School. The faculty uses this space to teach the children about
horticulture processes and the energy and time that contributes to food. With an excess of students
and agricultural tools but nowhere for either to properly situate themselves, this space yearned for
seating and structure.
The physical response to these opportunites was to curate two benches that satisfied and maximized
the two derived needs. One bench would be graced with intentions of reframing the garden and
offering storage along with seating. The other bench reshapes and occupies the edge of the garden
with a more direct intention of fascilitating outdoor learning. These two structures converse and shape
the corner of the garden giving it a more defined spatial composotion.
Specifically, the Trellis Bench redefines the axis of greenery within the garden as it aims to coerce
vertical growing methods while housing the trouls that the students use during class. The elevation of
seating is slightly higher as it is intended to be used as a desk for writing and journaling that occurs
during class. This bench enacts and presents its vertiucality in a delicate manner with tapering and
porous elements that will eventually be engulfed in blooming plants such as tomatoes, peas, beans,
etc. The alterior bench is referred to as the Fence Bench as it attempts to reconsider how one occupies
the fence which acts as the periphery between the garden and the parking lot. The primary intention of
this bench is to provide ample seating for outdoor education within the garden. This bench has a dual
tierd approach to its seating. An elongated lower level that enlists as a deck along with a second level
of backed seating that raises the perspective of the occupant. The fence bench has a denser structure
system, and it responds to this structural density by suspending two bends to provide a slightly more
reduced approach to touching the surface of the earth.
In regards of construction methods and design response to contextual parameters, the concept of
having a semi-movable structure was pertinent. This restriction led to an experimental study of how to
construct transportable footings that can synthesize the mass of concrete, structurally delicate nature
of steel, and the responsive nature of wood. The result of this study formed a peculiar set of beveled,
recatngular footing with steel brackets portuding holding a tenon timber element. These footing serve
as the moments where the large wooden frame of these benches touch the ground. A set of modular,
notched bends form the frame of these benches whilst elongated pressure treated beams provide
lateral support between these bends. Both benches are decked with cedar along all surfaces that one
touches regularly. The catalyst behind this system of elements was that one could site and locate the
set of points where the foundations are placed prior to installing the bench frame itself.
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Trellis Bench Folding the Axis of the Garden
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GARDEN CLASSROOM

Fence Bench Along the Periphery of the Garden
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WEEK 01 / RAWLINGS SITE VISIT & DOCUMENTATION

Initial perception of the garden at Rawlings Elementary.
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GARDEN CLASSROOM

Amalgamated site plan class exercise.
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Rawlings Elementary basketball pavilion with adjacent grass area- an outdoor meeting space for the after-school
program and D8 design-built class.
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THE SHELL

Mapping the site.
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Learning how to build a good foundation with only paper.
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THE PONIES

Preliminary site collage focused on where the ponies will reside.

THE PONIES
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WEEK 02 / SITE ANALYSIS

Refined site plan of Rawlings Elementary.
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Exploration of group work benefits.
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Utilizing the drawing horse an an intermediary tool to further understand the site. Mapping the body into the site
drawings.
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THE SHELL

Rawlings Elementary basketball pavilion with existing bench tables.
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Exploring the human body through collage in relation to a pony.
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THE PONIES

Looking at interactions between the pony, the body, and the site.

THE PONIES
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WEEK 03 / ART HORSE

Transportation of scaled art horse models to the outdoors.
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GARDEN CLASSROOM

Discussion of art horse discovery.
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Preliminary pony design exploring joint connections without the use of screws.
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THE PONIES

Digital rendering of interactions of the pieces and how they move together.
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Drawing horse at Rawlings Elementary with storage components and flexible use.
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THE SHELL

Drawing horses exploring structure and tectonics.
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WEEK 4

Pony design for two children with storage.
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Looking at the sliding joint connections to build pony with a limited amount of fasteners.
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Construction of full scale art horses.
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Consideration of refinement sited at Rawlings.
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DRAWING HORSE RELATED TO THE BODY

Relating the human body to the dimensions of the drawing horse.
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THE SHELL

Exploring assembly, meaure, reach, and duration of occupation of the drawing horse in drawing.
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SKETCHES + CONCEPT PHASE

In-class wall pinning of small group proposal sketch exercises.
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THE SHELL

Preliminary project ideas for Rawlings Elementary - considering the extent of “stage” and “performance”.

THE SHELL
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WEEK 5

Revisiting pony design with potential docking station.
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THE PONIES

Possible configurations of docking station that can house 20 ponies. Later in the project, the focus
shifted to just the ponies to finalize streamlining the design.

THE PONIES
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TESTING THE CONCEPT AT 1-1/2” SCALE

Two initial sketch models to test our structure and connections at 1-1/2” scale.
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THE SHELL

One 1-1/2” scale module supporting the load of a CMU block.

THE SHELL
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ANALYSIS OF HORSE

Exploration of how the body interacts with the tangible.
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WEEK 6 / REFINING THE DESIGN CONCEPT

Modules in plan and section.
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Modules in perspective diagram.
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EXPLORING CONFIGURATIONS

Assembling the 8 units in Stage position to accommodate various performance setups and platforms. To be used
for both classroom and performing arts purposes.
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THE SHELL

Assembling the 8 units in both Desk and Stage positions for a hybrid-style classroom for various activities and
learning.

THE SHELL
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The first draft of universal pony design. Measurements were taken based off a first grader.
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THE PONIES

Process of building the first of many ponies.

THE PONIES
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RECESS

“Playin b-ball out by the school” - Will Smith
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GARDEN CLASSROOM

Interacting with the students of Rawlings through play.
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WEEK 07 / FIRST MOCK-UPS

First full scale mock up with 2”x4”s.
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Discovering different ways of occupying the structure.
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Refinement of spacing and proportion.
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Full scale mock-up of initial bench dimensions.
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First draft pony on site.
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Showing one of the possible ways of using the pony.
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WEEK 08 / MOCK-UP SITING AND SITTING

Rawlings students interacting with mock-up within the proposed postion.
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WEEK 8

Second draft pony. Measurements increased to accommodate 1st through 5th graders.
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THE PONIES

Second draft pony on site.
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Learning from our mock up. Considering how to maximize leg room and room for the body.
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THE SHELL

Setting up a system to create the joints.
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WEEK 9

Blueprint of “key” of the project, the back leg.
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Finalized “key”.
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MIDTERM

Professor Walters gracefully discussing the Trellis Bench’s potential.
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GARDEN CLASSROOM

Walters attentively listening to the aspirations of the Garden Group.
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REFINING: PROTOTYPE AT THE SITE

Bringing structures to the site for the first time.
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Relating the module to the scale of a child. Students at Rawlings Elementary using the structures as a playscape.
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WEEK 10 / RECONVENING WITH RAWLINGS

Taking rest with the progressed mock-up at Rawlings.
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Third draft pony where design begins to become much more streamlined while exploring color
relationships.
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THE PONIES

Comparison of second and third draft ponies on site.

THE PONIES
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REFINING: JOINERY DETAILS

Joinery which considers the corner for reinforcement and seamless connection between components to maximize
the in-between space for the body.
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THE SHELL

Utilizing lap and half-lab joinery to interlock the edge and corners of the assembly. To express the joint on certain
faces while concealing it in others.

THE SHELL
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WEEK 11 / DETAILS

Exploration of plausible forms for footings and how they alter interaction.
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Hand-carved support pieces which were measured to the body and smoothed for comfortability.
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THE SHELL

Overhead view of the overlapping curves of the seat, back, and arm rest.

THE SHELL
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WEEK 11

Detailed shot of how the side panel slides effortlessly into the backleg.
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THE PONIES

Detail shot of front leg connection and the handle on the side panel for easy access to move pony.

THE PONIES
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WEEK 12

First and final draft of pony comparing all the changes made.
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THE PONIES

Measuring out the cuts for the handles on the side panels. The handles are offset from each other for
the weight distribution of the pony to reach equilibrium when carrying.

THE PONIES
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TRELLIS BED AND FOOT PROGRESS

Discussion of how the trellis converses with seating.
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GARDEN CLASSROOM

Development of footing mold and detail.
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MEASURING AND CUTTING

All wood peices for the construction of one module.
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Detail photo of wood pieces.
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WEEK 13 / ASSEMBLY

Human clamps.
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Process of building the first of 15 ponies.
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Gallery review of the project showing the progression of the design.
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TRELLIS DETAIL REFINEMENT

Relocation of Trellis Bench mock-up to the atrium.
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GARDEN CLASSROOM

Fence Bench mock-up with itterative footings.
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WEEK 14

Process of hand cutting one of the front legs.
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Mass production starts through the methods of an assembly line.
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Initial filigree nature of trellis detail.
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Retaining the angle for congruence between the Trellis and Fence Bench.
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Assembling the primary outer frame structure.
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Leveling and assembling all tables to the modules.
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WEEK 15 / FINAL TOUCHES + DELIVERY TO SITE

Sanding and inspecting all modules one last time before delivering them to the site.
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THE SHELL

Demonstrating how our final performance-desk modules operate to faculty on site at Rawlings Elementary.

THE SHELL
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Starting the add the legs and easels.
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Continuing the building process.
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PERTINENT DETAIL DEVELOPMENT

Final mock up that solidified spacing, proportion, and convergence of trellis detail.
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GARDEN CLASSROOM

Traces of footings post mock-up deconstruction.
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PREPARATORY CONSTRUCTION

Discourse of corners amongst the Trellis Bench’s seating.
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GARDEN CLASSROOM

Benches reshaping and refremaing the atrium during preliminary construction.
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TRANSPORT

Entirely legal parking and loading activity within the atrium.
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GARDEN CLASSROOM

Faith in a trailer.
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Lifting, leveling, and loitering during the installation process.
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GARDEN CLASSROOM

Smiling and sweltering while occuping the completed Fence Bench.
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WEEK 16 / REFLECTIONS

A look at different configurations of the ponies as a collective.
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Final ponies on the site.
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Aerial view of the tables on the back of the pony.
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YEE-HAW!

We let our inner cowboy shine when building the ponies.
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THE PONIES

Special thanks to our photographer Mya.
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Our project being occupied by students at Rawlings Elementary.
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THE SHELL

From left to right. Laura Tracy, Jacob Faust, Julie Noury, Anthony Hernandez, Jackie Zuckerbrod, Nicole Fleury.
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Donald Devito, Coach Chauncy Walker, Jordan Wilson, and Christe McGann,
for offering their time and enthusiastic support over the duration of our
design/build project.
Thank you to the Rawlings afterschool program for allowing us to volunteer
and engage with the students. The students continuously pushed us to
reconsider and explore the potential ways one can interact with our project
and thus made us better designers.
Lastly, thank you to Professor Charlie Hailey and Professor Elizabeth Cronin
for their dedication, guidance, expertise, and open mindset throughout the
semester. Not only did they make this process an enjoyable experience, but
a valuable one as well.

A physical education class at Rawlings Elementary using our seating and stage modules for outdoor learning.
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